tamararepetto

Tamara Repetto was born in Genova and lives between Voltaggio and
Luxembourg. She earned her art school diploma at the Jona Ottolenghi
Acqui Terme State High School. She specialized in Advertising Graphic
Design at the "Arte e Messaggio" school at Castello Sforzesco in Milan.
She defines herself a “multi-form" artist. Many aspects co-exist in her work:
olfactory and sonic elements, kinetic dimensions, drawing, technology and
craftsmanship. She loves to juxtapose different languages that become
"seductive" acts for the public, which interacts with the work in an intimate
and intense manner. Her aesthetic devices create new expressive alphabets
that have as a common thread themes connected to nature, with which they
establish a dialogue having the function of sublimating, highlighting and
awakening our sense of belonging to the "earth system".
Nature is her creative laboratory.
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Naturalia
2019
Installation
Plastic tubes, vegetal
elements (earth, humus,
seeds, feathers, musk,
undergrowth elements)
Variable measures
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Costellation A. Punctatum
2017
Installation
Violin bow, wood,
Variable dimensions
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Costellation A. Punctatum
2017
Installazione
Violin bow, wood,
Variable dimensions

In her Costellation A.Punctatum, Tamara Repetto gives life to an 'open' work,
made by a multiplicity of aesthetic and evocative inputs.
The artist creates a score of signs through the use of violin bows, whose cords
end in circular sections of worm-eaten wood which, branching out in the
exhibition space with organic elegance, evoke a constellation inspired by the
structure of contemporary music scores.
Tamara Repetto, also fascinated by John Cage's research, creates a silent, dense
and charged space; the same silence that, during the contemplation of the work,
becomes the whole of all the unintentional sounds coming from the surrounding
space leading the visitor to an attitude of listening and openness, as well as
curiosity towards the work.
Costellation A.Punctatum is a musical space that becomes not only an exercise on
listening, but also on memory; towards which the visitor is guided by the visual
stimuli of the work, that manages to evoke a distant sound connected to the
activity of insects on wood.
In the suspended dimension of the installation the visitor can perceive the sound
of nature, the familiar and common sound of the woodworm, and conjure up a
drowsy and intimate musicality.
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White with rootsTableaux Parfumées
2017
Soap, roots, wood dust,
earth
124x92 cm
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White with rootsTableaux Parfumées
2017
Soap, roots, wood dust,
earth
124x92 cm

A short circuit. All of Tamara Repetto’s visions explode in the Tableaux parfumées. Without a doubt, the most
emblematic among her works: not only because they have been crossing through her artistic research for over ten
years, , but also because they embody the fundamental aspects of her stylistic code and of her artistic practice. First
of all, elegance. Elegance given by a mosaic layout, architecturally tending towards order and neatness. An
aesthetic resolution that conveys an intimate need, emphasized by the choice of materials: small hotel soap bars, a
clear reference to purity and, in a subtler way, to transit and impermanence. Correlative of a physical and internal
nomadism that go to compose and traverse works in which - as from bright floors of ancient porches - humus, pine
needles, branches, feathers, and wood dust emerge. It is above all among the trees of her two worlds (Luxembourg,
or that low Piedmont region that is already Liguria, also an hybrid zone of its own) that Repetto goes to meet the
things with which she arranges the wedding of memories from the undergrowth that - thrown, glued, mounted,
injected on absolute white – rather than being spoiled, becomes purified. And there is another short-circuit lying in
wait: while inviting to a deep contact with nature, at the same time the artist removes its sensorial and sensual
experience. The soap bars have in fact been “defused” by means of a transparent varnish which blocks their olfactory
trace. An unexpected glitch for the visitor, ready for a predictable outcome; a brutal and polemic idea hidden under a
delightful, delicate form . The Tableaux therefore stand out as a criticism to that anosmic and de-smelled society, that
prefers to filter and stun itself with synthetic perfumes in order to keep itself away from the “other” essence : that one
which is authentic and full of a reality steeped in love and illness, pain and beauty. A reality that Repetto doesn't
refuse, but instead engages through a slow and meditative process, seeking first of all the silence inside of herself. An
ascetic and solitary performative routine, a necessary one, not for reaching an emotional void, but for dosing and
transferring energies: a continuous act of feeling and listening, hypnotically vibrating around the surface of the small
soap bars. Something that the artist cuts out, polishes or chisels in caressing waves; in which she minutely and
emblematically digs small holes using a “sentimental” object such as her grandfather’s old hand drill.
This is the moment in which, by following a string held between bowels and mind, the compositional harmony can
derail towards an opus incertum and the overall picture can take a different rhythm, either convulsive or intermittent.
It is here that, in accordance with the Wabi-sabi philosophy, residual becomes poetry, and subtraction creates
atemporality and suspension. Therefore accepting the risk of breaking something fragile. (Anita Pepe)
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Oniria
2014
Sound-olfactive installation
Wood, plexiglass, aluminium,
speakers, fans, waffles, cables,
circuit. Variable dimensions
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Oniria
2014
Sound-olfactive installation
Wood, plexiglass, aluminium,
speakers, fans, waffles, cables,
circuit. Variable dimensions

Tamara Repetto explores the paper industry, to prepare a detailed synaesthetic
project able to "capture" the essence of the material and its origin.
The artist absorbs a lot of factors and inputs that define her sensorial universe
around the matter of the paper as material and as information support in danger
of extinction in the digital age.
She picks up from the paper making process different smells (thanks to the
support of Artistic Perfumery Nobile, Antonio Alessandria "Nose" and Oikos
Fragrances) related to pulpwood, cellulose, wood consolidants, starch, spruce
bark from renewable forests: from these mix she creates a variable olfactory map
emitted from wafers under the control of a special ventilation system. The
Repetto’s work spreads throughout the ambient the smell of the paper, evoking
the origins of the material, while resounds the noise of the machineries at work in
the paper mills. The scents and sound convey a renewed sensorial experience.
Through the paper and its components in the name of a deep sensorial journey .
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Castanea
2013
Kinetic installation
Plexiglass, wood and
chestnut bark, marble,
fans, cables, circuit
Variable dimensions
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Castanea
2013
Kinetic installation
Plexiglass, wood and
chestnut bark,
marble, fans, cables,
circuit
Variable dimensions
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For me, trees have always been the most penetrating preachers. I revere them when they live in tribes and
families, in forests and groves. And even more I revere them when they stand alone. They are like lonely
persons. Not like hermits who have stolen away out of some weakness, but like great, solitary men, like
Beethoven and Nietzsche. In their highest boughs the world rustles, their roots rest in infinity; but they do
not lose themselves there, they struggle with all the force of their lives for one thing only: to fulfill
themselves according to their own laws, to build up their own form, to represent themselves. Nothing is
holier, nothing is more exemplary than a beautiful, strong tree.
Hermann Hesse Nature speaks to us
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Castanea
2013
Kinetic installation
Plexiglass, wood and
chestnut bark,
marble, fans, cables,
circuit
Variable dimensions
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This way of thinking describes perfectly my feelings, my respect and love for the trees, those “present
beings”… I live in the middle of them, besides them. Their energy wraps me up. I listen to them, I observe
them and I have perceived suffering in a particular tree that characterizes the woods of my territory (the
Piedmont), the Castanea Sativa, commonly called chestnut tree. I have immediately felt the need of treating
this phenomenon that leads to the death of the plant by my means of expression. What is obvious to
whoever goes for a walk in the woods is the last ring of a chain that tightens almost all territories of Italy: a
parasite of Asian origins, the Cinipide Galligeno, known as “Chinese wasp” is destroying the chestnut
woods. It appeared in Europe in 2002. In Piedmont attacks the gems creating galls, well visible swellings
that impeach sprouts to grow and reduce drastically the plant’s vitality and the production of fruit. By this
time it has colonized and changed the mountain areas and expand at a rate of 50 km a year. The trees look
almost nude, with shrivelling, dry leaves and rare, yellow, skinny curls. On the ground you find a few
inedible chestnuts the parasite has affected. The dying of the chestnut woods is not only an economic
damage (fruit trade and derived products) but undermines as well the protection of ground (landslides),
reduces the absorption of carbon oxides and the conservation of biodiversity. All this due to uncontrolled
human introduction of invasive organism into foreign environments. One of the most common ways of
importing microorganisms and insects derives from the international trade with vegetal materials such as
packing or plants for garden centers or forestation projects. Another important source of environmental
pollution, much less controlled than commercial trade, is the “touristic transport” of vegetal materials.
Beyond all this global changes and climatic evolution deriving from them have opened new scenarios for
the modification of territories and bio-cycles of many parasites, not only exotic ones. There is a risk
autochthonous parasites could change host, leaving the traditional host and affect unsusceptible plants,
provoking devastating damages. With this project I would like to pay attention to these environmental
topics. I work with wood of dried out chestnut trees linking it to “silent” and cold marble. Fans provoke
whirls in a Plexiglas cylinder full of chestnut bark pieces and sawdust. The fans are turned on and off
intermittently in order to create a dynamic, kinetic casualness just like the interruption of the tree’s life cycle.
The whirls recall the suffering, the stress of the tree. They create delicate sounds when the wood pieces hit
the Plexiglas cylinder: nature’s murmur of agony. I consider this kind of combination of artistic expression
and technology an ideal mean to enter into a dialogue with nature, to widen my mental horizon in order to
be able to listen to the usually mute, but wide range, between macrocosm and microcosm.
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Anosmia
2012
Multi sensorial installation
Plexiglas, glass, fans,
olfactory capsules, cables,
sensor
Variables dimensions
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Anosmia
2012
Multi sensorial installation
Plexiglas, glass, fans,
olfactory capsules, cables,
sensor
Variables dimensions

All sensory modes can be considered semiotic means, “soul informers” that lead
us in our interaction with environment. This sensory path immerses the visitor in
an experience that stimulates unexpected reactions and focuses by the mean of
the evocative power of smells and sounds amalgamated in a sculptural structure
where art interferes with technology giving life to new expressive links.
600 handmade glass sticks , moved by the air flow of the fans underneath, tinkle,
creating a sound path that interacts with the olfactory perceptions that flow out of
the smell wafers, activated by the same fans. Smell of green grass freshly cut, field
flowers und musk, an embrace of nature by technological means.
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Frattali
2012
Pencil on paper
100x70cm
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Frattali
2012
Pencil on paper
100x70cm
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Frattali
2012
Pencil on paper
100x70cm
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Frattali
2012
Pencil on paper
100x70cm

DESCRIBING

A

CLOUD Observe a cloud: it is made of big mounds that consist of numerous protuberances, which at their turn

include smaller swellings shaped by other swellings of inferior size and so forth down to the smallest visible dimension.
The most conspicuous characteristic of a cloud is its irregular, “interrupted” structure. The clouds, therefore, are an example of
non conventional geometric objects. Mathematics concentrated on simple shapes: straight lines, squares, regular polygons
(pentagon, hexagon, octagon), circumferences and parabolas, spheres, cubes, circles… In nature, instead, regular shapes are
mere exceptions. Where do you find a perfect cube, a perfect sphere? Trees, clouds, ferns, cauliflowers, lightings, mountains and
rocks, coasts are all irregular, pointed, fragmented. This phenomenon is well explained by the famous mathematician Benoit B.
Mandelbrot when he indicates this incapacity of geometry in front natures games: “Why is geometry often described as cold and
arid? One of the reasons consists of its incapacity of describing the shape of a cloud, of a mountain, of a coast-line. Clouds are
not spheres, mountains are not cones, coast-lines are not circles and the bark is not smooth. Even the light does not travel in a
straight line”. These considerations led to the development of fractal geometry. Mandelbrot’s study “The Fractal Geometry of
Nature” (1982) creates the term fractal in allusion to the Latin word fractus that means fragmented, irregular. Most probably
nature is organizing itself according to fractal parameters because such a pattern increases surviving chances of itself by
improving efficiency of the system (of the structured set of all elements.) The fractals hence optimize the process of system
evolution. For the same effect fractal organization can be found in other spontaneous phenomenon like social and economical
systems and even, as has emerged from recent studies, connections to internet networks, physics of materials and of the cosmos
refer to these rules. But what is a fractal? The most simple and intuitive definition describes it as a geometric figure in which a
structural element is continuously repeated in all directions in continuously reduced scale, following recursive patterns of
equations, functions or algorithms. By zooming in the figure reveals constantly the same recurrent structures and at every step
new details. During a walk in the countryside or in a forest you can live a full immersion in nature in the midst of mountains, trees,
herbs, flowers of any kind and size. A part from the unquestionable beauty of the environment, a closer glance can let you
discover in the shapes of all these objects peculiar geometric properties. Think of a fern, at the branches of a tree, at a succulent
plant, a sunflower, a snowflake under the microscope, the seacoasts, a river. You shall discover the magic of the fractal theory
connected to the irregular shapes of nature, to its profound systems. I have approached the fractal theory with the purpose of
interpreting and filtering it according to my sensibility, in order to create visions in which a poetic, evocative and rarefied
geometry suggests, narrates and describes the mystery of nature. Nature has always been a fundamental category of western
thought and, today, achieves an urgent topicality in contemporary reflection. Natural calamities, relation nature/culture, the future
of environment, the limits of bio-ethic legislation… there is no way of considering nature less than the main protagonist of
contemporary culture. Therefore I need to narrate it in its most hidden and deep expressions.
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Inside Outside
2011
Sound installation
Glass, speaker, cables, computer
Variables dimensions
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Inside Outside
2011
Sound installation
Glass, speaker, cables, computer
Variables dimensions

We’re used to consider the white cube of the art gallery as a neutral space, a tabula rasa to be
filled in with new signs every time there is a new exhibition. But the most conscious artists
realise that in actual fact the gallery is itself a medium, a space to be moulded to open a door
onto what lies on the other side of the mirror: reality, the living, complex, magmatic, noisy,
stinky world where there are no white walls. From Marcel Duchamp to Victor Burgin, from
Robert Smithson to Olafur Eliasson, recent art history might be red as the history of the defeat
of dualism inherent in western culture between interior and exterior, reality and
representation, living space and institutional space. When they visited Guidi & Schoen gallery,
Roberto Pugliese and Tamara Repetto were attracted by what waited beyond the threshold of
the spaces made available to them, in a city made up of thresholds, in which a single step is
enough to go from strong light to darkness, from big piazza to claustrophobic lane, from a
sparkling “above” to a dark, corrupt, noisy but entirely human “below”. And they could not
resist the temptation to bring what was out there into the gallery. But while the exhibition
space is the realm of the visual par excellence, sight is not enough to represent complex
reality when most things happen outside the light of the sun. There it is other senses that take
over: touch, smell and hearing. After all, awareness of the senses which the pre-eminence of
sight has made secondary in importance in western culture (to the point that some might find
an art made up of sounds, flavors and smells quite revolutionary) is one of the factors that has
inspired these two artists coming from very different places and backgrounds to work
together on a number of occasions. Sounds and odors are of primary importance in Inside
Outside, their exhibition project for Guidi & Schoen. The installation, filling the main room in
the gallery, consists of seventy blown glass balls of different sizes, each of which contains the
black cone of a speaker.
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Inside Outside
2011
Sound installation
glass, speaker, cables, computer
variables dimensions

The balls hang from the ceiling, each at a different height, on clear nylon wire, letting the big
black wires that take the sound to the speakers fall onto the floor. This installation turns
things around in a curious way: as we visit the installation, we do not find ourselves looking
at the glass balls hanging from the ceiling, but at the jungle of alien flowers rising out of the
floor, supported by thin black stems, teeming city outside, and about the fact that we rush to
them to see what they have to say.
The sounds conveyed by the speakers are gathered in real time by a microphone outside the
gallery and sampled by a computer which directs them to the glass balls in eighteen
separate channels. The result is a sort of chit-chat which is both familiar and alien at the same
time: familiar, because it is built on the basis of the sounds in the environment we left behind
us when we entered the gallery; and yet alien, because this familiar sound (which we rarely
listen to) is isolated, drawn to our attention, multiplied, spatially distributed in different areas
and subjected to the tiny variations produced by the interaction of the cone with the glass
ball, which becomes its sounding board. Dialogue between interior and exterior continues
on a number of levels throughout the exhibition, creating an effect like that of Russian dolls,
which never becomes an intellectual exercise but seems natural due to the strong emotional
impact and immediate communicative power of the projects, and becomes an invitation to
reflect on the porosity of these two realms, traditionally seen as opposites. In the same way,
technology doesn’t showoff its muscles or astound us with special effects, but becomes the
shortest and, paradoxically, the most natural way of knocking down understand and
represent it. Domenico Quaranta
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Atavistic Evocations
2011
Multi sensorial sculpture
Iron, wood, speakers, olfactive
capsules, fans, MP3 player,
amplifier
diameter 80cm
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Atavistic Evocations
2011
Multi sensorial sculpture
Iron, wood, speakers, olfactive
capsules, fans, MP3 player,
amplifier
diameter 80cm

Several hanging iron sculptures are arranged in the
exhibition area. They are shaped like nests intended as
alcoves, place of withdrawal and rest, of comfort and
protection from hazards of the outer world. A place of
birth and death. Every nest contains loudspeakers and
diffusers of olfactory essences that create different sound
and smell complex for every nest and refer to nature,
domestic environments, etcetera. The visitor discovers
fascinating sensory micro planets that correspond to
intimate mental settings.
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Time of Rains
2010
Multi sensory installation
Plexiglas, olfactory capsules, iron,
hydraulic pump, water,sensor
200x200x200cm
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Time of Rains
2010
Multi sensory installation
Plexiglas, olfactory capsules, iron,
hydraulic pump, water,sensor
200x200x200cm

The environmental installation involves all senses including olfaction, a sense that
is often confined to a secondary role. Water is the protagonist of this work as a
vivifying element, mean of communication, channel of energy transmission. In this
installation the visitor can experience synaesthesia. The accurate use of smells
leads him through olfactory tales creating pathways of memory. A cubic structure
whose side panels consist of linear water flows offers a space for meditation and
inspiration, a shelter from what happens outside. Essences of flowers and earth
accompany a multi sensory walk
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Insonmia N. 3
2010
Luminous installation
Bed springs, light bulbs,
computer, microcontrollers,
sensors, cables
Variables dimensions
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Insonmia N. 3
2010
Luminous installation
Bed springs, light bulbs,
computer, microcontrollers,
sensors, cables
Variables dimensions

The work wants to define in a visual way the mental state of hyper excitement
causing insomnia. The several outer spurs influence the psychic activity and the
mechanisms of interaction between the private and the social, generating mental
structures in unceasing mental activity, here represented by the endless switching
on and off of the light bulbs. A computer, by means of microcontrollers, activates
some relays. Every relay is connected with a bulb; when the microcontroller
allows the electric current to pass and activate a relay, a light bulb turns on.
Location and acoustic sensors scan the outer space around and catch every slight
anthropic activity turning it into luminous spurs, creating a texture of lights, a
micro environment hyper susceptible to external conditions.
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Nine minutes 42 seconds
2010
Sound installation
Recycled aluminium, wood,
speakers, cable, DVD player,
amplifiers
180x110cm
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Nine minutes 42 seconds
2010
Sound installation
Recycled aluminium, wood,
speakers, cable, DVD player,
amplifiers
180x110cm
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The work develops from the mix of design and sound-design, through recycled
materials, respecting the philosophy of Eco-sustainability . The work consists in a
panel (180x110 cm) built with car radiators and speakers along the entire face.
Sounds that come out from the panel are synthetics and recall natural settings.
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Ten minutes 33 seconds
2010
Sound installation
Plexiglas, speakers, cable, DVD
player, amplifiers
180x110cm
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Eight minutes 32 seconds
2010
Sound installation
Recycled aluminium, wood,
speakers, cable, DVD player,
amplifiers
70x40cm
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Eight minutes 32 seconds
2010
Sound installation
Recycled aluminium, wood,
speakers, cable, DVD player,
amplifiers
70x40cm
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The work was carried out using panels of aluminium recycled from cars and
industrial scrap, in which recycled speakers discarded from electronic equipment
were embedded, supported by aluminium rings, The resulting composition
reproduced for 6-channels has as a base audio material the noises recorded
during its making, the composition is then processed and assembled. The project
was born from the idea to create an electro acoustic composition ad-hoc which
supports its own reproduction, taking into account the acoustic characteristics of
the cones used, their number and their placement in location, where the audio
material comes from the realization of the work itself. The intention is therefore to
make the audio composition an essential and inseparable part of the sculpture,
from which it is produced and to channel the great acoustic energy developed
during its creation into the work itself. The objective therefore is to create a work
of great audio-visual coherence by using "ecological sound (acoustic ecology)
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CON ROBERTO PUGLIESE
Sound Totem
2010
Sound installation
Aluminium, wood, speakers,
cable, DVD player, amp
150x20x20cm
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Main Expositions
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Selected solo exhibitions
2015 Inside Outside, Accademia Europea delle essenze, Palazzo Taffini D’Acceglio, Savigliano (CN)
2014 “è”, Palazzo Mongio, Galatina (LE)
2013 Anosmia, Barbarian Art Gallery, Zurigo
2012 Undici Allunaggi Possibili, Cà Zenobio, Venezia
Inside/Outside, Fondazione Giovanna Piras, Asti
Volta, solo show, Galleria Guidi&Schoen, New York
2011 Inside Outside, Galleria Guidi&Schon, Genova
2012 SoapOpera, Castello di Rivara, centro d’arte contemporanea, Rivara (TO)
2009 2 RXC, Galleria Cavana Arte Contemporanea, La Spezia
2006 Self Portrait, Galleria Il Traghetto, Venezia
Selected group exhibitions
2018 ArteAm Cup, Fondazione Dino Zoli, Forlì
Geografie Umane, Exma, museo d ‘arte contemporanea, Cagliari
2017 Silenzi d’Alberi, Villa Brandolini, Pieve di Soligo (TV)
2016 Pensiero e Materia, Certosa di San Giacomo, Capri
Esxence The scent of Excellence, presentazione scultura olfattiva, Milano
Percezione Instabile, Palazzo Malipiero, Venezia
2015 Flow, basilica Palladiana, Vicenza
Mind the Gap, Galleria Eduardo Secci, Firenze
Anosmia, Byblos Art Hotel, Villa Amistà, Corrubbio di Negarine (VR)
2014 N-Gramma, Palazzo Pantaleo, Galleria Cosessantuno, Taranto
Venti per Una, Galleria Povazie, Zilina
Venti per Una, Galleria Klovicevi Dvori, Zagabria
Oltre la siepe, Galleria Pio Monti, Roma
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2013 Venti per Una, Loft Rizzordi Art Foundation, San Pietroburgo
Venti per Una, Galleria delle Arti di Zurab Tsereteli, Mosca
Bazar, Barbarian Art Gallery, Zurigo
Ab Origine, Galleria Sara Zanin, Roma
Biennale, Contemporary Art, presso la Galleria delle Arti di Zurab Tsereteli, Mosca
2012 Talent Price, Macro Pelanda, Roma
Sguardi sull’Italia dall’immagine al suono contemporaneo, Fondazione Piras, Asti
Ten, Galleria Guidi&Schoen, Genova
2011 Senso Orario, residenza artistica, by Valentina Tanni
Padiglione regionale 54 Biennale di Venezia, Palazzo del Monferrato, Alessandria
2010 Selection, Yvonne Artecontemporanea, Vicenza
Condotti Cronoarmonici, Galleria Mario Mazzoli, Berlino
Totem sonoro, Galleria Rossana Orlandi, Milano
Galaxia Medicea, Palazzo Mediceo, Serevezza, Lucca
2009 Storia di essenze, Paglieri, Palazzo del Monferrato, Alessandria
Channukkà, Museo dei lumi, complesso sinagogale, Casale Monferrato (AL)
900, cento anni di creatività in Piemonte, Palazzo Cuttica, Alessandria
2008 Cartefatti, Galleria Studio Legale, Roma
Collezione 20×20, Glob art Gallery, Acqui Terme (AL)
2007 Cristalli, Galleria Civica di Palazzo Borgatta, Rocca Grimalda (AL)
Insonnia, Galleria Babel Art, Alessandria
2006 Nessun dorma, Spazio Due Sotto l’Ombrello, Ovada (AL)
Arte senza tempo, Biennale Arte Contemporanea, Palazzo Guasco, Alessandria
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Works in selected public collections
Museo Galleria Civica di Alessandria
Biblioteca Civica di Alessandria
Castello di Rivera, centro arte contemporanea, Rivara (TO)
Museo dei lumi, complesso sinagogale di Casale Monferrato (AL)
Awards
2018 Finalista ArteAm Cup, Fondazione Dino Zoli, Forlì
2012 Finalista Talent Prize, Macro Pelanda, Roma
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